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The Development and Application of MTPA Calibration Method Based on INCA FLOW and MATLAB
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Abstract: In industrial applications, the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) control algorithm typically employs an offline look-up table (LUT) method instead of an online MTPA control method to reduce the online computational resources. However, the LUT method has some drawbacks, such as heavy testing workload, longer cycles, and cumbersome data processing, significantly diminishing the efficiency of MTPA data acquisition. To address the limitations of the LUT method, this study proposes an automatic MTPA calibration method combining INCA FLOW and MATLAB. The calibration efficiency and data accuracy are improved by utilizing INCA FLOW for automatic MTPA testing and MATLAB for data processing. An experimental test bench was constructed to evaluate the proposed method. The experimental results demonstrate that this method efficiently performs MTPA data testing and visualizes the results. Compared with the traditional manual MTPA calibration method, this method achieves a 320% improvement in calibration efficiency. The main technical contribution of this study is the introduction of the automatic MTPA calibration method that not only optimizes data accuracy but also enhances calibration efficiency.
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1. Introduction

The breakthroughs achieved in the green clean energy sector have greatly propelled the development of the battery electric vehicle (BEV) industry [1–3]. The electric motor, as a core component of BEVs, has received significant attention in research [4]. The interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) stands out for its simple structure, small size, light weight, high efficiency, high power density, and high reliability, which promote its wide use in BEVs [5–7]. Before installation, the motor is typically tested on a motor test bench to finely adjust its parameters based on different speeds, torques, and currents. This process helps determine the optimal values of the motor parameters under various operating conditions and stores them in the motor controller in tabular form for reference during motor operation [8]. The main calibration tasks for IPMSM include initial position calibration of resolver transformer, maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) curve calibration, and weak magnetic region calibration, etc.

MTPA control strategy has developed for maximizing efficiency of the motor or system power converter-motor, which originates from motor power loss minimization techniques. Its purpose is to achieve the desired motor torque with the minimum current, and ensure the motor operates in the optimal economic zone [9, 10]. The strategy is widely applied in electric vehicles [11, 12] and wind turbines [13]. The real-time implementation of optimal MTPA current trajectory tracking can be classified into two groups: online MTPA control methods and offline look-up table (LUT) method. Online MTPA control methods include signal
injection-based methods [14,15], search algorithms [16,17], online parameter estimation methods [18], etc. Nguyen et al. considered that the desired torque can be correctly calculated and improves the energy consumption of the IPMSM, if the method combining MTPA and RLS takes effect [19]. Online MTPA control methods can adjust control parameters in real-time to achieve MTPA under different operating conditions, which improves the efficiency and performance of the motor. However, online MTPA control methods require accurate motor models, corresponding parameters, and complex control algorithms, which increases the difficulties of control system design and realization. The offline LUT method, widely adopted in the industry, offers a straightforward approach with minimal online computational resources [20,21]. Cheng et al. presented that a new feedforward control technique applied in the dynamometer experiment and vehicle field test can achieve a high torque/power outputs in a wide speed range [22]. However, it is important to note that the LUT method is an approximate mechanism. If the control accuracy of this method is to be guaranteed, a large number of offline test points must be collected. Furthermore, the initial testing and calibration process of the LUT method can be time-consuming.

To address the aforementioned issues with LUT methods, this study presents an automatic calibration method based on INCA FLOW and MATLAB, as illustrated in Figure 1. The MTPA operating condition testing is performed using the INCA FLOW software from ETAS. Subsequently, MATLAB scripts are utilized to process and optimize the calibration data. The advantages of this calibration method are as follows:

(1) Convenience of script writing: INCA FLOW already integrates a wide range of application programming interface (API) functions that can be used to call the calibration testing software INCA, which eliminates the need for users to write underlying software for interacting with INCA [23]. Engineers only need to configure the test files and experiment environment interface to call INCA, enabling them to achieve automatic testing through graphical programming in INCA FLOW.

(2) Efficient data process: The test data is processed in batch and visualized through MATLAB scripts, significantly enhancing the efficiency of data process.

2. Construction of the Development Environment

2.1. Experimental Test Bench

An experimental laboratory bench was created to evaluate the performance of the proposed calibration method. An IPMSM with a rated power of 75 kW was selected as the test object, its key parameters are given in Table 1. The controller communicates with the testing computer via the CAN bus, which includes a driver circuit board and an inverter, among other components. Its function is to run the control logic program and modulate the required three-phase currents to drive the motor. The dynamometer is connected to the motor...
through the drive shaft and provides real-time feedback of the measured output torque of the motor to the testing computer via the CAN bus. The test bench is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Key parameters of the interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated torque</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>N·m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>r/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pole pairs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM flux linkage (no load)</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>Wb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-q axis inductances (no load)</td>
<td>190/260</td>
<td>μH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Picture of experimental test bench: (a) controller, (b) interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM), (c) transmission shaft, (d) dynamometer, (e) bench console.

2.2. Testing Software and MTPA Strategy

INCA and INCA FLOW software from ETAS GmbH is utilized to develop an automatic calibration program for IPMSM in this work. INCA sends calibration parameter signals via CAN to control the IPMSM. INCA FLOW utilizes a diverse set of API functions to invoke INCA, and creates intuitive models of calibration procedures using standard modeling blocks.

The electromagnetic torque expression for IPMSM is:

\[
t_e = \frac{3}{2} p_0 \left[ \psi_f i_q + \left( L_d - L_q \right) i_d i_q \right]
\]  

(1)

In the equation, \( L_d \) and \( L_q \) represent the components of stator inductance along the direct and quadrature axes respectively. \( i_d \) and \( i_q \) correspond to the stator currents along the direct and quadrature axes respectively. \( \psi_f \) represents the magnetic flux, and \( p_0 \) denotes the number of pole pairs in the motor.

In the rotating d-q coordinate system, the relationship between the current angle \( \theta \), and the current vector \( i_s \), is as follows:

\[
i_d = i_s \cos \theta
\]  

(2)

\[
i_q = i_s \sin \theta
\]  

(3)

The Equation (1) can be expressed as:

\[
t_e = \frac{3}{2} p_0 \psi_f i_q \sin \theta + \frac{3}{4} \left( L_d - L_q \right) p_0 i_d^2 \sin 2\theta
\]  

(4)

The first part on the right of Equation (4) corresponds to the field torque, and the last is the reluctance torque. The permanent magnets of the IPMSM are embedded in the rotor, and its q-axis inductance is larger than the d-axis inductance [24]. When \( \theta < \pi/2 \), the reluctance torque is negative, indicating braking torque. When \( \theta > \pi/2 \), the reluctance torque is positive, representing driving torque. To achieve the most efficient driving torque, it can be inferred that the motor’s current vector should operate in the second quadrant (\( i_d < 0 \),
Based on Equation (1), it can be observed that the magnitude of the motor torque depends on the two components of the stator current. Furthermore, for every torque value, there are countless combinations of $i_d$ and $i_q$ that correspond to it. When the motor operates below base speed, the MTPA strategy is commonly employed for control. In this strategy, when a certain torque demand is specified, the aim is to minimize the stator current vector, thereby enhancing motor efficiency and power density.

The motor control software adopts a control method based on LUTs, as illustrated in Figure 3. When the motor operates below base speed, referring to the d-axis current LUT with the requested torque and motor speed, the desired value of the d-axis current $i_d^*$ is obtained. Similarly, using the requested torque and $i_d^*$ to consult the q-axis current LUT, the desired q-axis current $i_q^*$ is determined. These target currents are then compared with the real-time currents that have undergone Clark and Park transformations. The difference is processed through PI control, inverse Park transformation, and Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM). Finally, the control is achieved by selectively turning on and off power switches in the inverter, which regulates the phase currents.

![Figure 3. Interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) look-up table (LUT)-based controller block diagram.](image)

3. Software Development of Automatic IPMSM Calibration

3.1. INCA FLOW-Based Automatic MTPA Testing

The MTPA testing process involves fixing the IPMSM at a base speed and setting the d-axis current and q-axis current to obtain the corresponding torque. By traversing all the required combinations of d- and q-axis currents, a torque table corresponding to each current combination can be obtained. To obtain more accurate MTPA data results, it is preferable to have a finer resolution for the current values. However, this increases the testing workload significantly. Therefore, an INCA FLOW-based MTPA automatic testing method is adopted. This method automates the testing process, addressing the issues of frequent parameter adjustments and potential errors caused by human operation. It greatly improves the testing efficiency by automating the testing procedure using INCA FLOW, thereby reducing the workload and enhancing the precision of the MTPA data results.

The automatic testing process is shown in Figure 4a. First, INCA is connected with USB CAN FD Bus Interface (ES 582.1) to establish communication with the motor. Then, the INCA testing environment parameters, including the target speed and target d-axis current, are set up by configuring the test file, and initializing them. The motor speed is set and traverses all d-axis currents at each speed. For each d-axis current, iterate through the q-axis currents up to the maximum allowable value, and save the data. Once all operating points have been executed, the testing is completed. Utilizing the graphical programming capabilities of INCA FLOW, the MTPA testing process is implemented, as shown in Figure 4b.
Compiling and running the aforementioned program initiates the loading of the testing program. INCA FLOW will first display a runtime window and then invoke the INCA software by calling API functions. When the automatic testing program is running, it will prompt for input of the testing conditions. After confirming the accuracy of the conditions, the program will proceed to determine the actual states of speed and temperature. Finally, it will enter the MTPA testing process (Figure 5).

Figure 4. (a) Flow chart of MTPA test, (b) Graphical main program for MTPA test.

Compiling and running the aforementioned program initiates the loading of the testing program. INCA FLOW will first display a runtime window and then invoke the INCA software by calling API functions. When the automatic testing program is running, it will prompt for input of the testing conditions. After confirming the accuracy of the conditions, the program will proceed to determine the actual states of speed and temperature. Finally, it will enter the MTPA testing process (Figure 5).

Figure 5. (a) INCA FLOW calls, (b) INCA for testing.

3.2. MATLAB-Based Data Processing

After the completion of automatic testing, a series of data files are generated, which include motor torque, and d- and q-axis currents. Extracting the torque corresponding to each combination of d- and q-axis currents to fit the MTPA curve. In this study, the MATLAB-based scripting language and Graphical User Interface (GUI) are developed to create an automatic processing software that efficiently and accurately handles the data and fits the MTPA curve. The MATLAB GUI provides a graphical interface for controlling the software application through user clicks. Users can interact with the program by selecting and activating controls using mouse or keyboard input.

3.2.1. Software Interface Design

The design of the software interface should adhere to the principles of simplicity, reliability, and interactivity [25,26]. Using MATLAB GUI for visual software development typically involves four steps:
(1) Identifying the main functions of the software and dividing them into several sub-functional modules.
(2) Designing user interfaces based on the sub-functional modules with a focus on simplicity and intuitiveness.
(3) Writing callback functions for menu bars, buttons, coordinate axes, and status bars on the user interface, and performing software functionality testing item by item.
(4) Compiling and publishing the software.

The data processing flow mainly involves extracting and analyzing data under different operating conditions, calculating the MTPA curves based on the processed data, displaying them through plots, and exporting the calculation results and images in document format. To ensure clear logical flow and readable code during the software design process, the software functionalities are divided into five main modules as shown in Figure 6a: File loading, Data extraction, Data processing, Curve plotting, and Data export.

3.2.2. Software Functionality Overview

The functional interface of developed software is shown in Figure 6b. The left area contains the parameter settings for data loading and extraction, while the right area includes parameter settings for data processing and curve plotting. After loading the file, extracting and processing data, and setting the data parameters, clicking "Run" will immediately initiate the curve plotting and generate the MTPA results in real-time. The functionality is described as follows:

(1) Graphical user interface module: This module facilitates the interaction between the software and the user, which includes a menu bar, functional interfaces, and a status bar. The menu bar contains file import and help functions, each with several submenus, providing convenient functionality for software usage. The software interface is shown in Figure 6b, with the data file information panel and list in the upper-left section. After successful data import, the information panel displays the file path and quantity, while the list shows the names of all loaded files for easy verification. The text boxes in the lower-left and upper-right sections are used for setting data extraction and data processing parameters, respectively. The buttons in the lower-left section are used for executing data processing and exporting results. The central area of the software includes a graph display window and a data processing result table for plotting data graphs and outputting calculation results.

(2) File loading module: This module is used to load file information and assess the validity of the files, excluding any invalid files. The data storage path is scanned to achieve the batch loading and import of valid data files.

(3) Data extraction module: This module parses the measurement data and enables batch reading of data files. Firstly, the module sorts the files based on the d-axis current in descending order. Since the measurement data collected by INCA save as the MDF (Measurement Data Format) file format, this study uses MATLAB scripts to parse and read the data [27]. The read data is interpolated and filtered, and the corresponding torque values are selected based on the q-axis current. After processing one MDF file, the module moves on to the next file, achieving batch processing of data files (Figure 7).
Data processing module: This module is the core module of the software's functionality and is responsible for MTPA calculation. The main steps are as follows:

(a) The module analyzes the extracted data and removes data points that do not meet the requirements (Figure 8).

(b) Using the interpolation function provided by MATLAB, 2-D interpolation is performed on the d-axis current, torque, and q-axis current. The q-axis current values corresponding to different d-axis current values for the same torque level are obtained during this interpolation process (Figure 9).

```matlab
483   id_rank = zeros(k); 484   iq_rank = zeros(k); 485   tq_rank = zeros(k); 486   k = 1; 487   for i = 1:length(dSp) 488     for j = 1:length(qSp) 489       % Eliminate non-existent test point data 490       if isnan(qMap(j)) 491         id_rank(k, 1) = dSp(i); 492         iq_rank(k, 1) = qSp(j); 493         tq_rank(k, 1) = qMap(j); 494         k = k + 1; 495       end

506  % MTPA Calculation
507  % Find the boundary of id
508  id_min = min(idSp); 509  id_max = max(idSp); 510  % Find the boundary of iq
511  iq_min = min(qSp); 512  iq_max = max(qSp); 513  % Find the boundary of tq
514  tq_min = min(qMap); 515  tq_max = max(qMap); 516  % id & iq Range
517  % Construct the id and iq range
518  id_range = [id_min id_step id_max]; 519  iq_range = [iq_min iq_step iq_max]; 520  % Construct a storage array of optimized values
521  MTPA_id = zeros(1, length(id_range)); 522  MTPA_iq = zeros(1, length(id_range)); 523  MTPA_tq = ones(1, length(id_range))*10000; 524  MTPA_id = zeros(1, length(id_range)); 525  MTPA_iq = zeros(1, length(id_range)); 526  MTPA_tq = zeros(1, length(id_range)); 527  id_map = zeros(length(id_range), length(id_range)); 528  iq_map = zeros(length(id_range), length(id_range));
```

Figure 7. Batch processing of data files.

Figure 8. Remove abnormal test point data.

Figure 9. Build data relationships.
Based on Equations (2) and (3), the module calculates the current vector, \( i_s \), where the smallest \( d \)- and \( q \)-axis currents of \( i_s \) represent the MTPA point for that torque.

The MTPA points are calculated incrementally by increasing the torque value until reaching the maximum torque point. The MTPA curve is drawn from the processed data (Figure 10).

\[
\text{Figure 10. Calculate MTPA points.}
\]

Curve plotting module: This module plots the original data processed by the data extraction module and the MTPA curve generated by the data processing module on the same graph, achieving data visualization. This module facilitates the identification of deviations and errors in the data, making it easier for test personnel to optimize the data (Figure 11).

\[
\text{Figure 11. Draw MTPA curve.}
\]

Data export module: This module exports the data results as Excel document, including the MTPA curve and MTPA data.

4. Test Results and Discussion

During the experiments, the IPMSM operates in the current closed-loop mode while the load speed is provided by a dynamometer. INCA FLOW invokes INCA to control \( d \)- and \( q \)-axis currents and stores the test data for each \( d \)-axis current with a range of \( q \)-axis currents as a file. INCA FLOW achieves the ability of the motor's current and speed control, motor signals monitor, and automatic MTPA testing.

After the motor bench testing is completed, the MTPA curve is obtained by executing the data processing program written in MATLAB. Operating at 1000 rpm, for example, these torque contours consist of 772 test points (Figure 12a). According to these test points, the MTPA points (mark circle) are calculated.
by running data process modules c) and d). The MTPA curve can be drawn by simulating these MTPA points. To eliminate the extreme values and measurement errors, the MTPA curve is subjected to a smoothing process, resulting in a smoothed curve (green line). However, the MTPA curve is not a perfectly smooth curve (red frame), which is mainly due to deviations in the motor current control loop. As shown in Figure 12b, the discrepancy corresponding to the abnormal points on the MTPA curve can be observed as caused by the actual currents not following the desired currents (with an actual-target current difference of approximately 10 A). These abnormal data points lead to inaccurate calibration of the d- and q-axis currents LUTs, resulting in significant deviations in the torque achieved through the LUTs. Thus, the corresponding control parameters of the software should be optimized and calibrated to reduce the torque control error of the motor.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 12.** Results of MTPA: (a) process data to generate MTPA curve, (b) one of the outlier data ($i_d^* = -400$ A, $i_q^* = 360$ A), (c) MTPA curve after optimizing, (d) d-axis current LUT, (e) q-axis current LUT, (f) torque control accuracy of the MTPA.

With continuous optimization and calibration, the optimal motor parameters are determined to retest the abnormal points. Replace the abnormal data with the retest data, the MTPA curve after optimizing can be obtained by running data process modules (Figure 12c), which meets the requirements of the software. Based on the MTPA data, the d-axis and q-axis current LUTs for the control software can be generated using linear interpolation (Figure 12d, e). The d-axis current LUT below the base speed is obtained by interpolating the MTPA’s d-axis currents. The q-axis current LUT is generated by interpolating the entire set of test data, which is used to not only seek the q-axis currents for the MTPA but also query the q-axis currents during weak magnetic conditions. When the motor operates below the base speed, the controller queries these two
To validate the accuracy of the MTPA data, the IPMSM is operated in the torque closed-loop mode with a controlled speed of 1000 rpm. The desired torque of the IPMSM is controlled, and the output torque is observed. The accuracy of the torque control in the MTPA data is determined by analyzing the difference between the desired torque and the output torque (Figure 12f). The torque accuracy is ±3 N·m when the motor torque is within 100 N·m. For torque values exceeding 100 N·m, the torque accuracy is ±3%. These results satisfy the required torque control accuracy of the motor. With the implementation of this method, the time required for MTPA calibration has been reduced from 210 min to 50 min, resulting in a remarkable efficiency improvement of 320%.

5. Conclusions

This study adopts a combined approach using INCA FLOW and MATLAB to perform MTPA parameter calibration of the IPMSM. The automatic testing scripts in INCA FLOW enhance testing efficiency and reduce losses caused by human errors. The data processing scripts written in MATLAB not only enable fast processing of test data but also facilitate visual representation of MTPA results. These advantages enable the testing engineers to quickly and intuitively analyze MTPA results, significantly improving calibration efficiency. Benefiting from the convenience of graphical programming in INCA FLOW and the efficiency of data processing in MATLAB, this method not only supports the MTPA calibration of IPMSMs but also can be applied to other testing tasks, such as calibrating automotive powertrain systems of engines, transmissions, and motors.
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